On September 1, 2017 a crew of 7 answered the call for help from Technology Services. Members of the district’s restoration team called for help and support to setup the administrative equipment at “Moore on Jones” on Saturday. Scottie Stevens arrived at 8:30 am in order to familiarize himself with the needs of the campus. As the damaged and waterlogged equipment and furniture continued to pile up at the original Moore, our team jumped in to ensure the technology needs of the leadership team could be met efficiently and effectively.

Saturday’s Superstars include
- Sue Deitsch – Bridgeland Technician
- Susan Pavliska – Cypress Ridge Technician
- Timmothy Crook – TSC Technician
- Geoffrey Brown – AAS Team
- Derly Buentello – DII Team
- Steven Stone – Instructional Technology
- Roland Padilla – ECN Team

Flooding damages pileup outside of Moore Elementary
A Big Job – Divided for Success

Early in the morning on **Saturday September 2, 2017**, the team divided into multiple smaller teams. Service Center Technicians, AAS team members, Instructional Technology, and High School Technicians worked side by side from beginning to end to ensure success. One team began sorting out computers, monitors, VOIP telephones, and other equipment while evaluating the number of cables needed to power and connect all devices. Another team began testing the equipment and setting it up so that administrators could begin preparing for the teachers’ return to their new campus – Moore on Jones.
Throughout the day, support continued to appear. **Derly Buentello** continued ensuring Food Service needs were met and gathered information from administrators. **Roland Padilla** from the ECN Team spent the day setting up VOIP phones for the administrative team and evaluating the network needs of the offices. In a status email **Roland** identified all phone needs and specified those that were placed in their new offices. Roland credited **Sue Deitsch** for her help with this part of the setup efforts. **Geoff Brown** arrived with inventory scanners in hand so that documentation could begin in identifying the location of all equipment. Each team member worked to find the most efficient way to contribute while in service.
As the work on **Saturday, September 2, 2017** drew to a close, Steven Stone provided a thumbs up regarding the success of the day.

- Administrative office equipment was setup
- Equipment was sorted by classroom
- Maps were provided and reviewed

The work is by not complete, but on the first day, much was accomplished.

**Scottie Stevens** summarized all of the work in an email sent to the leadership team and concluded with this –

> Overall today was very productive. Thanks to Sue Deitsch, Susan Pavliska, Timmothy Crook, Geoffrey Brown, Derly Buentello, Steven Stone, and Roland Padilla.

**Way To Go Team!!!**

---

Equipment sorted and labelled with the 3 digit numbers to signify the new location at Moore on Jones. The 2 digit numbers document the location from the previous Moore building.